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UPGRADE YOUR ENGINE STANDS
 
Most of the engine stands in my shop were manufactured offshore. Though they are pretty good, in just a few minutes you can increase stability and load 
capacity. I simply MIG weld all the joints where the legs, main body and uprights join.  Another quick tip is when mounting in-line six blocks on the stands, 
especially Cummins 5.9l and 6.7l, I make slight modifications to the mounting head and now I mount to the side of these blocks instead of the bell housing 
end.
 
Darin Driscoll, Automotive Machine & Supply Inc., Fort Collins, CO

RESURFACED HEAD DEBURRING TOOL

I found a great tool for deburring combustion chambers after resurfacing cylinder heads. I took a common chainsaw sharpening file, removed the “rat tail” 
handle, chamfered and radiused this end for a comfortable fit in my hand. I also radiused the business end so it would not do any damage if it touches the 
freshly machined valve seats inside the chamber of the head. Now I have a tool that will quickly and easily deburr and detail around the circumference of 
any combustion chamber after surfacing without running the risk of nicking a seat, or having a cartridge roll scratch the freshly machined surface of the 
head.

Jake Sampson, Sampson Racing Engines (SRE), Saint Paul, MN

TORQUE PLATE HONING GM LS-SERIES ENGINES

We have found that due to the length of the head bolts and the fact that they finish approximately 1-1/2 inches from 
the mains, considerable bore distortion will occur if torque plates are not used when finish honing the GM LS series 
engines. We use two torque plates and all 15 bolts per side fully torqued. We routinely find 0.0025” cylinder distortion 
if we don’t use both plates and all the bolts in a finished form. When you consider that an LS-3 has a piston-to-wall 
clearance spec of 0.0008” you can see why a straight and accurate bore finish is critical. We also line-hone the blocks 
with two torque plates and bolts installed since we have measured 0.0005” distortion in the hosing bore. This might be 
alright for a street car, but in a race motor it is something to consider. 

Sylvain Tremblay, Les Ateliers de Moteur Competi-tech Inc., Quebec, Canada
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MAGNETIC CATCH MATS

Small valve locks, especially those for obscure import applications, can be difficult to get into place and inevitably, if you’re not careful, can pop out and 
easily get lost on or under your work station. Magnetic sheeting is available in one foot increments and can be used to make a counter mats (2’ x 3’) and 
floor mats (2’ x 4’) that can be put down around your head assembly bench to help catch that lock you might otherwise lose. The material is not expensive 
and available online. This is a cheap investment considering what you might pay for a lock and the freight to get it to you. Not to mention all the time wasted 
in searching and the holdup on the job.

Terry Kiehnau, Terrys Rebuilding LLC, Green Bay WI

SILICON AND GLASS BEADS DON’T MIX

Many times you will have an aluminum head with some left over silicon gasket on the surface. Attempting to bead blast the silicon off will only result in a 
damaged cylinder head. The aluminum will continue to be worn away by the abrasive glass bead while it bounces off the silicon. When you finally remove 
the silicon you will be left with a worn aluminum surface that seems raised where the silicon once was. Clean all silicon off the before attempting to glass 
bead any aluminum part.

Jeffrey Myers, MAR Automotive Inc., Philadelphia, PA

CHANGES IN PISTON DESIGN
 
Last month we discussed changes in piston ring design. Changes in rings also mean changes in the 
pistons they ride on. A century ago you could find cast iron pistons in your motor. Aluminum soon proved 
to be a lighter weight and more durable material to cast pistons from. Pistons didn’t really change much for 
the next 60 years. The new lightweight, fuel efficient, electronically controlled engines have brought many 
changes to piston and ring design that allow some of today’s engines to stay on the road for well over 
200,000 trouble free miles.
 
LIGHTER PISTONS
-Reduced weight by reducing compression height, or the distance from the piston pin to the top of the 
piston
-A reduced section thickness produces a lighter piston
-A smaller or shorter skirt and less contact area  also reduces a pistons weight
 
HARD ANODIZED TOP RING GROOVES
-Hardening the ring groove reduces wear
-Eliminates micro-welding between piston and ring
 
REDUCED RING GROOVE BACK CLEARANCE
-Improves ring stability and reduces blow-by
 
NARROWER RING GROOVES
-A shorter compression height necessitates narrow rings to fit between the pin and piston crown
-Narrower rings allow for less tension or drag
-A smaller ring pack is a lighter ring pack 
 
ENGINE PRO TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
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